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ABSTRACT
Computer programs able to play different kinds of games
(aka bots) is a growing area of interest for the computer
game industry as the demand for better skilled computer-
ized opponents increase. We propose a general architecture
of a Multi-agent System (Mas) based bot able to play com-
plex board games and show that this solution is able to
outperform other bots in two quite different games, namely
no-press Diplomacy and Risk. Based on these results, we
formulate a hypothesis of the applicability of Mas based
bots in the domain of board games and identify the need for
future investigations in the area.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Distributed Artificial Intelligence]: [Multiagent
systems, Coherence and coordination]

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
Multiagent system architecture, Board games, RISK, Diplo-
macy

1. INTRODUCTION
Creating programs able to play classical strategic games

such as Othello, Chess, Risk, Diplomacy and Go has since
the early days of AI been a challenge [6]. Some of these,
Chess, and especially Othello, Checkers, Backgammon are
now considered solved in the sense that the programs are
able to beat the top human players [1, 10, 14, 19], while
games such as Go, Risk and Diplomacy still remain among
the ones that we have a hard time to find an optimal com-
puterized player for. The main problem of the latter games
is the branching of possible moves. To take one example, the
branching factor of chess is 20 for the first move (202 = 400
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for the first round of moves), whereas in Diplomacy, there
are 4430690040914420 unique openings [11]. This makes it
intractable to use traditional minimax-based algorithms to
search for good moves in the games.

Previous attempts to make agent based solutions to games
include:

• Chess - Drogoul [3] and Fransson [4] have tried to cre-
ate Mass playing Chess based on various kinds of ne-
gotiations between the Chess pieces, rather than tra-
ditional minimax search algorithms, but the perfor-
mance of these systems is not overwhelming.

• Stratego - Treijtel made a Mas based Stratego player
where the system implemented a distributed rule based
decision system [22].

• Diplomacy - Kraus and Lehmann [9] and lately also
Shaheed [15] have made heterogeneous Mass of agents
able to negotiate with other players.

• No-press Diplomacy - Johansson and H̊åard show pro-
mising results in this version of Diplomacy with a bot
based on a homogeneous Mas [7].

• Risk - Johansson and Olsson made a Mas playing Risk
which showed to be successful [8].

The latter two will be described more in detail in Sec-
tion 5. In the next section we will describe a general model
of games, followed by a general Mas architecture in Sec-
tion 3. We will then in Section 6 discuss how to evaluate
Mas based bots before we finish with a discussion and draw
some conclusions.

2. GENERAL MODEL OF THE GAME
We have chosen to limit this investigation to games which

have the following properties:

1. It has a set of starting players S, where |S| is either
fixed, or within a certain interval.

2. The game has a set of territories T with an adjacency
set A ⊆ T × T .

3. The game has a set P of different types of pieces.

4. Each type of piece p ∈ P , may move according to
Ap ⊆ A

5. The game is divided into a number of synchronized
turns T = {t0, t1, ...}.
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6. Each turn may be carried out in the sequence of the
players, or in parallel.

7. The turns are divided into (at least) three phases: ini-
tial phase, action phase(s), and finish phase.

8. In the initial phase, I, new resources (if available) are
entered into the system and preparations are made for
the actions of the coming phases.

9. In an action phase, A, the player decides what actions
to take and these are then performed according to the
rules of the game.

10. In the finish phase, F , the player make preparations
for the next phase.

In addition to this, each game may have a number of other
properties, e.g.

• Typically, the state of the game restricts Ap even more.

• The state of the game may be partially unknown to
the players.

• The territories may be occupied by none, one or several
pieces at the same time.

• The adjacency matrix may be symmetric, or arbitrary.

• The game may have non-deterministic outcomes of the
actions of the players.

• Each turn may consist of a single move, or a (dynam-
ically set) sequence of moves.

• The game can be exogenous, zero-sum, or endogenous
(in the sense that resources are enriched by the game,
staying equal throughout the game, or being consumed
in the game).

2.1 An example of a game
As an exemplification of our general model, let us take a

closer look at the well-known game of chess. It is a game
with six types of pieces (King, Queen, Bishop, Knight, Tower
and Pawn). Each type has its own adjecency matrix1, but
the moves that are possible to make are further restricted by
the state of the game (e.g. a pawn may only move straight
forward unless the space in front of it is not occupied). Each
turn, which are carried out in sequence, consists of an empty
initial phase, a one-move action phase, and an empty finish
phase (unless the players are using a clock). The outcome
of an action is deterministic and the state of the game is
known to its two players. The game is of the endogenous
type and the territories may at most hold at most one piece
at a time.

3. GENERAL MODEL OF THE BOT
The general idea is to have a multi-agent system where

each important unit of the player on the board corresponds
to an agent in the system. These agents may either corre-
spond to the pieces or the territories of the player(s). The
agents will then negotiate about what actions to take in the
system, possibly helped by a mediator agent taking care of
the actual negotiation (e.g. carry out an auction) through
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Figure 1: The agent system of the general model.

a negotiator mechanism. The architecture is depicted in
Figure 1.

Typically, the mediator agent is also propagating the in-
formation from the agent system (i.e. what actions to per-
form) to the game server, as well as spreading the informa-
tion from the server (e.g. the moves of the opponents) to
the agent system (see the information router in Figure 2).
This includes translating the information from its internal
representation, to the external format used by the present
game server and vice versa. This task is dedicated to the
game server interface.

There may also be other agents in the system with dedi-
cated missions, such as keeping track of the time (if it is a
time critical game) or holding properties of the player that
is not associated with a certain unit agent, e.g. opponent
modeling.

In addition, there may be environment variables or pa-
rameters common to the whole Mas. These may be static
throughout the game, or dynamically changed by the game
server, or the agents of the system. Examples of such vari-
ables may be attack and defence weights, territory valua-
tions, or algorithmic parameters (such as search depths).

Note that the proposed architecture is not restricted to
the general model of the game outlined in Section 2. It
would be possible to have play games that involve skipping
turns or change the order of the play.

4. TWO INSTANCES OF GAMES
We will now (briefly) describe two games, no-press Diplo-

macy and Risk2, which on the surface seems to be simi-
lar, but that are quite different in the way they are played.
Among the similarities, the goal of the players in both games

1In fact, the bishop has two: one for the white squares, and
one for the black squares
2Both games are c©Hasbro inc.
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Figure 2: The mediator agent of the general bot

Property Diplomacy Risk Chess

# players 7 2–6 2
Phases IAFAF IA∗F A

Moves parallel
one-step

sequential
multi-step

sequential
one-step

Outcome opponent
dependent

dice-based determini-
stic

Pieces two types single type six types
Board map map 8x8
Pieces/prov. 0–1 1–∞ 0–1

Table 1: Differences between the games Diplomacy,
Risk and Chess. The phases are Initial, Action and
Finish (IAF).

is to conquer the map by defeating their opponents, but that
is where the differences begin. As a reference we have in-
cluded Chess as well in the comparison (see Table 1).

We will now describe some central details of the games.

4.1 The Characteristics of no-press Diplomacy
In no-press Diplomacy, seven players each control one of

the great powers in the 1901 Europe (see Figure 3). The
players control armies and fleets and the goal is to take con-
trol over the majority of some special territories (the produc-
tion centers). All pieces of all players act in parallell in the
action phases, either by moving, supporting, cutting oppo-
nent support (all of these to neighbouring territories only),
or standing still. For a move to be successful, the moving
piece must be superior in uncut support if the opponent also
tries to move to that position (or already resides there). Af-
ter each phase where the pieces try to act, a finish phase
decides what moves that were successful, and what moves
that were not. After two rounds of movements, the produc-
tion center ownerships decide what powers that will get new
pieces to place at their territories (this finish one year in the
game). To avoid stale mates in the games (especially when
bots are playing), a common solution is to finish the game
in 1950 or when no production centers have changed owners
for the last five years.
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Figure 3: The map of the game of Diplomacy

Figure 4: The map of the game of RISK

4.2 The Characteristics of Risk
Risk is a game of two to six players, where the objective

is to take control over the world (see Figure 4). This is
achieved through invading opponent territories, and taking
control over continents.3 The players act in turns of three
phases. In the initial phase, the player will get extra armies
to place in its territories based upon the number of territo-
ries and the continents that they own. During the action
phases, the player battles against opponents and tries to in-
vade neighbour territories. This may be repeated for as long
as the player has any armies left to attack with. In the fin-
ish phase, the player may move its armies. However, each
army may only move one step and there must be at least
one army left in each territory. If at least one battle has
been successful, the player gets a bonus card that may be
used in combination with other cards in the coming initial
phases to get extra armies.

5. TWO INSTANCES OF BOTS
Following the general architecture of Section 3, we will

now describe two bots able to play no-press Diplomacy and

3Many modern rule variations use special mission cards
(where different players get different missions) to shorten
the time it takes to play the game. However, we will not
use missions cards in this work, but regard the total world
domination as the common goal of all players.
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Figure 5: The no-press Diplomacy bot HaAI

Risk respectively. For further details on the implementation
we refer to previous work by Johansson and H̊åard [7] and
Johansson and Olsson [8].

5.1 HaAI — A no-press Diplomacy Bot
The HaAI bot consists of a mediator agent and a set of

unit agents. The mediator agent has an interface to the
game server (in our case the DAIDE server [2]) and an in-
formation router that distributes the information going in
and out of the system. To coordinate the actions of the
units, a contract net-mechanism is used [17]. Here the units
suggest prioritized tasks and adapt to support such tasks
until all agents are doing the best they can to expand their
territories and defend themselves from the opponent forces,
see Figure 5.

The unit agents correspond to the armies and fleets of the
player, so that each unit has the possibility to decide by itself
what action to take (to move, to support the movement of
another unit, or to cut the support of an opponent unit).
A number of parameters are used in the evaluation of the
different candidate actions [7].

5.2 MARS — A Risk Bot
The MARS bot consists of a mediator agent with a LUX

interface, an information router, and a first price sealed bid
(FPSB) auction mechanism that handles the coordination
between the unit agents. In MARS, each territory has an
agent (as opposed to each piece owned by the player, as was
the case in the HaAI bot). A dedicated card agent keeps
track of the cards of the player and exchange them for new
armies in an optimal way (see Figure 6).

The initial phase starts by letting all territories (the own
as well as the ones held by the opponents) calculate the value
of holding that particular territory [8]. Such an approach,
using the territories rather than the pieces, is as far as we
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Figure 6: The RISK bot MARS

know novel in the field of bots for board games. In the case
of the own territory, this is a defensive bid, in the case of
an opponent territory, the information of how many armies
that defends it and the value of owning it is propagated to
all neighbours. Their values and armies are added, the path
is added (possible cycles are removed), and the information
is propagated further in a recursive way (up to a predefined
depth). When the paths with the values and number of
defending armies reach an own territory, it is considered by
the territory as an offensive bid. The agents of the own
territories then calculate the accumulated probabilities of
reaching the goals given the different numbers of armies that
they may use in the attacks. The bids with the highest ratio
of value/(expected number of armies needed to succeed) will
get their share of the new armies. The card agent will also
possibly cash in some extra armies for the system to use at
this stage.

An action phase consists of a battle, where the plans of
the winning bids of the initial phase are realised. Such plans
may be single step plans, but often they consist of several
battles carried out in sequence.

In the finish phase, the own territory agents use a distrib-
uted max flow algorithm to find the optimal movements of
the armies. If MARS has won any battle during the action
phase(s), the card agent will get a new card.

6. ON THE EVALUATION OF BOTS
We have used open bot tournaments as a way to measure

the performance of our solutions. In both the Diplomacy
and the Risk communities, there are bot developers that are
willing to try their solutions in competition with others. Al-
though previous work has presented successful attempts to
use humans in training and/or evaluating bots (see e.g. [20]),
there are a few reasons why we have chosen not to compare
the solution with human players in these tournaments:
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1. Bot tournaments can be batched, humans not. It is
easy to set up a round robin tournament with say 1000
matches using a simple script, but to get a human
player to participate to the same extent is impossible.

2. Bots are in general faster than human players, thus
decreasing the time to get to the result.

3. Bots are blind and objective, while humans may de-
cide to eliminate the bots first (just because they are
bots). This bots first strategy is highly developed in
the Risk (LUX) community. Unfortunately, such a
strategy makes it hard to do a fair evaluation of the
strengths of the different players.

In both cases we called for the participation of an open
tournament through the fora and mailing lists of the com-
munities. We invited the designers of bots for the largest
game server platforms of the games (DAIDE and LUX re-
spectively). The tournament was then run in a Round Robin
fashion (i.e. everyone met every other set of opponents) and
the scores of all matches were noted. We also measured the
time it took for the bots to play the games in order to be
able to compare the efficiency of the different solutions.

6.1 The Results of the no-press Diplomacy
Tournament

A total of 592 matches were run on DAIDE out of which
487 ended with a single winner and 105 matches were draws.
In case of a draw (no one has won after 50 simulated years),
the score of seven points is divided between the remaining
players. We see (in Table 2) that the two versions of HaAI
manage quite well, ending up at the first and third place in
the tournament.

What the efficiency is concerned, according to Table 3,
HaAI does not have the best figures (not the worst either). It
is clearly the fastest Java-based bot among the participators,
but not as fast as the C++-implemented DumbBot 2.

6.2 The Results of the RISK Tournament
The RISK tournament was run on the LUX platform

which is the platform for which there are the greatest num-
ber of bots available [16]. Twelve bots participated in addi-
tion to our MARS bot and played 792 matches each. MARS
was a clear winner of this tournament with more than 50 per
cent more wins than the second and third placed Bort and
EvilPixie.

When it comes to efficiency, MARS still comes out at the
top of the others. If we compare the amount of calculations

Bot Matches
won

Solo
score

Total
score

HaAI 0.63 Berserk 109 763 866.05
DiploBot 1.2 95 665 763.10
HaAI 0.63 Vanilla 81 567 724.64
Man’Chi AttackBot 75 525 658.32
DumbBot 2 87 609 651.34
Man’Chi DefenceBot 40 280 444.27
RandBot 0 0 0.06

Table 2: Scores of the Diplomacy tournament. The
total score include the scores of the draw matches.

Bot type Orders/s Impl. Language
DumbBot 2 55.9 C++
HaAI 0.63 19.6 Java
Man’Chi 7 12.7 Java
DiploBot 1.2 3.7 Java

Table 3: Diplomacy bot performance measured in
number of orders per second.

Name 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th D
Mars 338 169 60 62 69 84 10
Bort 206 47 130 156 149 100 4
EvilP. 205 56 105 153 138 133 2
Boscoe 184 52 142 174 157 76 7
Yakool 135 57 118 162 167 146 7
Quo 177 103 102 132 134 142 2
Pixie 118 153 102 123 139 154 3
Shaft 117 370 157 61 36 38 13
Cluster 100 137 165 161 118 105 6
Nefar. 84 115 128 141 168 156 0
Comm. 16 278 199 130 85 74 10
Stinky 7 139 204 141 147 149 5
Angry 6 17 89 113 207 358 2

Table 4: The outcome of the RISK tournament. D
is the number of draws. Note that each bot played
792 matches.

needed (at an average) to win a game, we see that the ra-
tio Wins/(average time per turn) is higher for MARS (even
though it is among the slowest bots, see Table 5). This
shows that MARS uses an efficient way of calculating good
RISK moves.

7. DISCUSSION
We will now comment the results, and discuss the possi-

ble general conclusions that may be drawn from the experi-
ments.

7.1 Comments on the results
The results of the tournaments raise a lot of questions.

Were they mostly due to an intelligent setting of the para-
meters of the environment? Did we use the best opponents?
How did our choice of game platform effect the behavior of
our solution? What are the drawbacks of the approach?

Let us start with the parameters. Both MARS and HaAI
use a wide range of parameters.4 In the case of HaAI, a
first ad hoc setting of the parameters was made and minor
adjustments led to the two versions that entered the tour-
nament[5]. MARS used a slightly more structured approach
where we iteratively narrowed the search space of the two
major parameters — the bonus for being offensive and the
threshold probability for attacking [13]. Of course the val-
ues of the parameters play an important role when it comes
to the performance of the bot. However, we have no reason
to believe that we are superior in this respect (compared to
our competitors). On the contrary, we believe that great
improvements can be achieved by using machine learning

4HaAI has about 11 main parameters, and MARS has about
14.
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Name Win% tmatch
turns

match
tturn

Win%

tturn

Mars 42.7 79.72 32.0 2.49 17.1
Boscoe 23.2 40.04 27.1 1.48 15.7
EvilP. 25.9 44.10 25.1 1.76 14.7
Bort 26.0 45.75 25.5 1.79 14.5
Quo 22.3 33.87 21.6 1.57 14.2
Pixie 14.9 40.04 29.9 1.34 11.1
Yakool 17.0 37.62 22.7 1.66 10.3
Shaft 14.8 74.47 34.5 2.16 6.86
Cluster 12.6 54.32 25.4 2.14 5.90
Nefar. 10.6 46.82 18.7 2.51 4.22
Comm. 2.0 49.37 29.1 1.70 1.18
Stinky 1.1 48.88 24.0 2.04 0.54
Angry 1.0 41.33 14.7 2.82 0.36

Table 5: The win percentage, average runtimes (in
seconds) per match and per turn, and number of
wins per hour of processing time in the RISK tour-
nament.

approaches to find the right set of parameters, but that has
not been the focus of this project.

The platforms were chosen based on the number (and
quality) of opponents, and the documentation of the sys-
tem. In both cases, the chosen game platforms were the
ones which had the largest number of competitive opponent
bots (among the ones we chose from).

The set of opponents is of course questionable. We en-
couraged the communities to send in their bots to us for
participation in the tournaments; thus we did what we could
to get the best possible opponents. However, this does not
mean that there are not any bots out there that for one rea-
son or another did not wish to participate e.g. due to bugs,
or the unwillingness to share their programming secrets with
us (see e.g. H̊åard [5]).

In all we believe that the successful results in the tourna-
ments are to a great extent the results of a well implemented
distributed problem solving mechanism based on the Mas

architecture outlined in Section 3. Possibly the choice of
parameters and the set of opponents may have had an ad-
ditional positive effect on the results.

Among the drawbacks of our solution are that it may be
hard (in its pure form) to implement strategic sacrifices,
since all unit agents are trying to maximize their own utili-
ties and they do only use a single step look-ahead. The way
to address this problem may be to use special mission agents
that focus on strategic issues through dynamic updates of
the utility functions.

So, what are the key factors that makes our approach work
better than the opponent bots in the investigated domains?

Our hypothesis is that game domains holding the follow-
ing properties are especially well suited for Mas-based bots
(compared to traditional search tree-based bots):

• Large number of units in the game. When there are a
lot of units (i.e. armies or territories), each of which
behavior may be modelled separately by an agent, the
Mas bot seems to be a dynamic, but yet easily under-
stood solution.

• Large action space. In both Risk and Diplomacy, the
number of actions a player may take in each turn is
considerably larger than e.g. in chess. It does of course

Game # units action
space

players action reli-
ability

Chess small small 2 full
Diplomacy medium medium 7 depends

on other
players

Risk high medium 2–6 dice based
Go high medium 2 full
Settlers of
Catan

small medium 4 dice based

Monopoly single tiny 2–6 dice based
RoboRally single small 2–6 depends

on other
players

Backgammon small small 2 dice based

Table 6: Comparison between a number of different
board games.

not help us to have many options, but since our solu-
tions do not rely on opponent modeling and thereby a
search in the tree of possible outcomes (c.f. minimax),
they do not get caught in the exponential explosion of
possible states that such a search leads to.

• Large number of players. A large number of players
furthermore increases the difficulty to predict the fu-
ture state of the game since it increase the branching
factor.

• Unreliable outcome of the performed actions. The more
precisely the effect of the actions a player take can be
predicted, the easier it is to predict the future state of
the game.

Support for this hypothesis is to be found both in previ-
ous work on bots for variants of Diplomacy [7, 9, 15] and
Risk [8], but also in the less successful attempts to make
bots based on Mas principles for playing e.g. Chess [3, 4].
However, it is still too early to draw any conclusions based
upon these initial studies. More work is needed in the area
before we may consider Mas based bots in general to be
strong solutions in complex board game playing while being
less appropriate to use in games requiring long look-ahead.

8. CONCLUSIONS
Our conclusion is that the Mas architecture described

here may be a suitable candidate for creating competitive
bots able to play games with high branching factors that
are distributed in nature. We support this claim by report-
ing positive results from testing our solution in two different
domains, namely the game of Diplomacy and the game of
Risk. Despite the success in these isolated domains, we iden-
tify the need for more research within the area in order to
draw any wider conclusions.

9. FUTURE WORK
There is support for the claim that complex domains such

as the ones outlined in Section 7.1 above are favoured by
multi-agent solutions [12, 18]. Mas based bots have shown
to work well in Diplomacy and Risk, but what about the
games which do not hold all the properties of these two
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games? Go is one such game. It has got a large number
of possible moves and a large number of stones5. However,
the game has only two players and the moves are fully de-
terministic. It is therefore an open problem whether Go can
be successfully played by a Mas based bot.

Settlers of Catan6 is another game that has reached a large
audience during the last years, especially through its online
versions, e.g. Java Settlers by Robert Shaun Thomas [21].
Thomas used single agent bots and although he does not
rule out the possibility to build bots with distributed archi-
tectures, he claims the single agent solution to be simpler
(and thus better referring to the less is more principle) [20].

We will in our future work examine what game properties
that are the most significant when it comes to the results of
Mas based solutions. This will be done by trying a number
of different suitable board games, e.g. Go and Settlers of
Catan.

There are also a number of possible improvements regard-
ing the roles of the special mission agents, e.g.:

• Opponent short term modeling, i.e. dynamic real time
updates of the environment variables in order to adjust
to the current opponent strategies.

• Opponent classification By learning the characteristics
of different players and store the classification between
the games, we may at an earlier stage identify what
player that is playing what power and update the dy-
namic variables faster than what would have been the
case if we used short term modeling only.

• Parameter optimization; the parameters of the envi-
ronment may be updated based on the results of the
games. This may effect the willingness to attack, or
the utility of holding certain territories in the longer
perspective.

• Added functionality In Diplomacy (without the prefix
no-press), the players are allowed (and encouraged) to
cooperate in order to achieve their goals. The system
of e.g. Kraus and Lehmann [9] uses additional agents
such as minister of defence, and secretary of the prime
minister to deal with the negotiations with the oppo-
nent players. Such functionality may be added to the
proposed architecture as special mission agents.

Last, but not least, we would like to carry out experiments
with human players in order to measure the strength of our
solution compared to the one of human players.
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